Your benefits at TUK

- **Research & practice oriented** study programs in innovative fields of economic relevance
- many of them **international** programs & **english-taught**
- Research with a **strong link to renowned companies** closely located to Kaiserslautern: BASF, Daimler, John Deere etc.
- Research embedded in the **Science Alliance Kaiserslautern e.V.**, (embracing high-profile research institutes, e.g. Fraunhofer, Max-Planck, DFKI)
- **Top Positions** in University Rankings (e.g. one of the “150 under 50” in Times Higher Education Ranking 2016) & Winner of the Award “**Excellence in Teaching**”
- Outstanding support ratio of students per lecturer ensuring **close academic guidance**
- Individual & effective **support for international students** managed by ISGS
- Kaiserslautern - **situated in the heart of Europe**: Closely located to famous capitals like Paris, Amsterdam or Brussels, in the middle of the amazing forest of Rhineland-Palatinate
- “**K-Town**” : an **international home to people of more than 140 nations**, offering **high standards of living at affordable costs**
- Vibrant student life at an **international campus**, with a broad range of sport opportunities & intercultural festivities (Summer Ball, welcome & farewell parties, workshops & excursions etc.)

Application Procedure

- Your home university must send a nomination list to huber@isgs.uni-kl.de (including name, date of birth, e-mail address, department and study period)
- You will receive an e-mail from us about further steps (application, accommodation, etc.)

Contact

Nina Huber
Bld. 47, Room 626
Phone: +49 631 205 4370
Fax: +49 631 205 3599
E-mail: huber@isgs.uni-kl.de
Web: www.uni-kl.de/international

Application Deadlines

- **Winter semester (01.10. - 31.03.):** May 31
- **Summer semester (01.04. - 30.09.):** November 30
Technische Universität Kaiserslautern together with ISGS offer an ERASMUS-German Language Intensive Course (20 units per week) for the duration of 3 weeks. The course takes place each semester before the start of the lecture period. Students can continue studying the German language during the semester in evening classes (resulting in 6 ECTS-Credit Points after successful course participation).

Contact
Ralf Krier
Bld. 47, Room 608
Phone: +49 631 205 4463
Fax: +49 631 205 3599
E-mail: krier@verw.uni-kl.de
Web: www.uni-kl.de/vkb

Departmental Coordinators
For any questions concerning course selection, learning agreement etc., please contact the respective departmental coordinator.

Architecture
Peter Spitzley
peter.spitzley@architektur.uni-kl.de

Biology
Prof. Frankenberg-Dinkel, Prof. Storchová
nfranken@bio.uni-kl.de
storchova@bio.uni-kl.de

Business Studies & Economics
Ronja Schlemminger
ronja.schlemminger@wiwi.uni-kl.de

Chemistry
Prof. Stefan Kubik
kubik@chemie.uni-kl.de

Civil Engineering
Prof. Matthias Pahn
erasmus@bauing.uni-kl.de

Electrical Engineering
Dr. De Schryver, Dr.-Ing. Bernhard Hauck
schryver@eit.uni-kl.de
bhauck@eit.uni-kl.de

Computer Science
Dr.-Ing. Bernd Schönmann
schuerma@informatik.uni-kl.de

Mathematics
Dr. Falk Triebsch
triebsch@mathematik.uni-kl.de

Mechanical Engineering & Process Engineering
Dr.-Ing. Marcus Ripp, Daniela Faßbender
erasmus@mv.uni-kl.de

Physics
Prof. James R. Anglin
janglin@physik.uni-kl.de

Regional Planning
Prof. Karina Pallagst, Beate Caesar
karina.pallagst@ru.uni-kl.de
beate.caesar@ru.uni-kl.de

Social Sciences
Dr. Tanja Dannwolf
tanja.dannwolf@sowi.uni-kl.de

Technische Universität Kaiserslautern
Department of International Affairs: ISGS
Gottlieb-Daimler-St. 47, Room 628, 67663 Kaiserslautern
E-mail: erasmus@uni-kl.de
Website: www.uni-kl.de/international
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ISGS.TUKL

If you want to be part of our social support program for incoming international students, take a look at our ErasmuScout-Program.